What Are the Hidden Frequencies?
“There are places in the dimension of sound where the walls between universes are thin. In
these fragile pockets of static, lies the ability to hear the alternate realities of millions of
maybe-people in countless could-be worlds; where the status quo is different from our own.
With a keen ear and an open mind we may tune in to these sound waves of the strange, the
bizarre and the otherworldly.
They are: The Hidden Frequencies.”

The Format
The Hidden Frequencies is a radio-play anthology show
created to be a ‘spiritual successor’ to The Twilight Zone,
and other anthology horror and science fictions
programs of similar ilk.
Conceived from the lack of short-form, non-narrative
anthologies available to podcast listeners, The Hidden
Frequencies will be one of the few properties that sits
comfortably in both the horror and audio-drama genres;
offering bite-sized fantasy tales, professionally produced
with top-notch voice talent, that change every episode.

at a glance:
Length: 30 minutes including
intro/outro (22-24 min. scripts)
Stories/episode: 1
Episodes/week: 1
Weeks/Season: 12 (Season 1)
Format: Radio play
(Dialogue/SFX)
Source material: Original
scripts from Contributers

In this format, The Hidden Frequencies not only frightens and surprises its audience,
but like The Twilight Zone of old, makes them think about their current world and
culture – the happy marriage between storytelling and social commentary.

The Production
Produced in the Los Angeles area, The Hidden Frequencies has the ability to cast and
direct talent from the top-tiers of professional voice actors. This show records as a
cast to capture the energy of live, interactive performances from the actors.
Primary recording is scheduled to take place in the summer of 2018, at the worldclass Woodcliff Studios in Sherman Oaks, CA,
Director and Executive Producer, Mick Wingert has drawn upon his many contacts
in the world of professional actors and voice actors to assemble a cast of performers
the likes of which cannot be matched in any similar production.
So join us, in the frequencies between the worlds, and listen in to alternate realities
where the supernatural exists, where the future and the past coexist, where dreams
and nightmares often look alike and the mundane life is not so mundane. Tune into
The Hidden Frequencies.

